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2 Reference tracking

Summary 2.1 Pronouns. – 2.2 Other means.

In the following sections, anaphoric pronouns will be described in re-
lation to their properties [PRAGMATICS 2.1]. Anaphoric pronouns are lin-
guistic elements which express co-reference with a previously men-
tioned item. However, co-referentiality can also be expressed by 
means of verbal agreement [PRAGMATICS 2.2.1], classifiers handshapes 
[PRAGMATICS 2.2.2], and buoys [PRAGMATICS 2.2.3].

2.1 Pronouns 

Pronouns are linguistic elements which can express co-reference [LEX-
ICON 3.7]. Co-reference occurs when two or more expressions refer to 
the same entity. Co-referential elements are usually composed of a full 
form, namely the antecedent, such as a noun, and an abbreviated form, 
which is the anaphoric element, for example a pronoun. Indeed, pro-
nominal expressions are the main means of expressing co-reference 
in LIS. Referents are associated with certain areas in signing space, 
called referential loci. Pointing to a specific area in space activates the 
referents associated with this area. For instance, in the sentence below 
the referent bear is associated with locus a. Several sentences later, 
the signer can use the same locus a in order to refer back to the bear.
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bear ixa fear […] ix3a run away

‘The bear was scared […] He ran away.’

LIS seems to distinguish between different types of pronouns: reflex-
ive pronouns, personal pronouns, possessive pronoun, the anaphoric 
pronoun pe and logophoric pronouns [LEXICON 3.7]. In LIS, the differenc-
es between the types of pronouns can decide which kind of co-refer-
entiality they bear. Specifically, reflexive pronouns appear to express 
co-reference between discourse referents within one clause. Other 
types of pronouns, like personal pronouns and possessive pronouns, 
behave differently and can express co-reference with discourse refer-
ents also outside the boundaries of the clause where they are placed, 
or in a non-local domain.

As for reflexive pronouns, in the example below the two co-refer-
ential elements are the noun phrase maria and the reflexive pronoun 
self. Since the meaning of self depends on the meaning of maria, we 
will say that self is bound by maria. 

maria love self � 
‘Maria loves himself.’

The sign self can also be used in other contexts as an emphatic form of 
intensification, as shown in the example below. In cases like this, self 
is not really used to refer back to the personal pronoun ‘I’ (ix1), but to 
communicate the idea of performing the action in an independent way.

ix1 pay self � 
‘I have paid by myself.’

As said before, reflexive pronouns must take their antecedent in their 
clause, a local context. Another example of a reflexive pronoun local-
ly bound by its antecedent is presented below, where the reflexive 
pronoun self can only refer to the proper name maria.

gianni reporT mariaa ixa love only self � 
‘Gianni said that Maria loves only herself.’

There are situations when co-reference can also occur between a 
quantifier [LEXICON 3.10.2] and an anaphoric pronoun, such as in the 
examples below. In this case, since the reflexive pronoun self refers 
to the quantifier expression young each, the reflexive pronoun is se-
mantically bound by the quantifier, and not simply co-referential with 
it. This special relation is defined ‘semantically bound’. Indeed, since 
the expression young each is a quantifier, it is not possible to say that 
young each has a specific referential pronoun. 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_marialoveself.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_ix1payself.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_giannireportmariaixloveonlyself.mp4
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young each painT only self � 
‘Every young boy paints himself only.’

As anticipated before, other types of pronouns are personal pronouns 
and possessive pronouns. Unlike reflexive pronouns, personal and 
possessive pronouns behave differently. They seem to express co-
reference with discourse referents which are not contained into the 
boundaries of the clause or into their local domain. As for personal 
pronouns [LEXICON 3.7.2], they are usually expressed by pointing signs, 
or by other means which will be discussed in the following para-
graphs. An example of personal pronoun is shown below, where the 
third person pronoun ix3b refers to an entity which is not locally ex-
pressed. This is the reason why marco and ix3b are not co-indexed. 
Different entities which are not co-referential are indicated in the 
glosses with different indices, in this case with a and b respective-
ly. In LIS, non-coreferential items are realised in different loci of the 
signing space. 

marcoa ix3b 3ahelp3b � 
‘Marco helps her.’

As shown above, in LIS co-referentiality is spatially expressed [PRAG-
MATICS 8]. Co-referential elements are localised in the same area (as 
gianni and the personal pronoun ix3 in the example below). Further-
more, the anaphoric element (which in the example below is the pro-
nouns ix3) can be expressed through pointing in the same area of the 
antecedent (in this case gianni), as in the example below. Unlike spo-
ken languages, sign languages can resort to this spatial strategy of 
co-referentiality to avoid any ambiguous interpretation.

giannia pierob aseeb. ix3a house go_away � 
‘Gianni saw Piero. Then he went home.’

The personal pronoun ix3 clearly refers back to Gianni and not to Pie-
ro, because it is realised in the same locus of the signing space of Gi-
anni, indicated with a in the example above.

However, this explicit co-reference can be avoided, if there is overt 
verbal agreement [MORPHOLOGY 3.1], as in the example below. Here, the 
co-reference with lucia is yielded by the agreement of the verb haTe, 
which is a directional verb. These cases will be further discussed in 
the next section.

luciaa marcob ixb ix3a loveb. ix3b bhaTea  � 
‘Lucia loves Marco. He hates her.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_youngeachpaintonlyself.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_marcoix3help.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_giannipieroseeix3housegoaway.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_luciamarcoixix3loveix3hate.mp4
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Possessive pronouns, like personal pronouns, in LIS also refer to en-
tities which are not expressed in their local domain or within the 
boundaries of the clause. This case is shown in the example below, 
where the possessive pronoun poss3 (realised with the handshape 
unspread 5) refers to the proper noun gianni, because both (the an-
tecedent gianni and the possessive pronoun poss3) are articulated in 
the same referential locus, namely the signing space a.

giannia know mariob ixb like love caT poss(5)3a � 
‘Gianni knows that Mario loves his (Gianni’s) cat.’

Variant forms of the possessive pronoun above are the forms real-
ised with handshape G and wrist pivoting from radial to ulnar, as in 
(a), or without wrist rotation, as in (b).

a. giannia know ixb mariob love like caT poss(g)[pivoting]3a �
‘Gianni knows that Mario loves his (Gianni’s) cat.’

b. giannia know ixb mariob love like caT poss(g)[non-pivoting]3a 
‘Gianni knows that Mario loves his (Gianni’s) cat.’

Other tests exist to illustrate the difference between possessive and 
reflexive pronouns, one of these tests is the ellipsis of the verbal 
phrase [SYNTAX 2.5], as shown in the sentences below. In the example 
below, the unpronounced reflexive pronoun in the clause with ellip-
sis (self) can only refer to the nearest antecedent (gianni). The sen-
tence means: ‘Maria loves herself and Gianni loves himself’.

mariaa love self. giannib idenTical � 
‘Maria loves herself, Gianni does so too.’

By contrast, the possessive pronoun, shown below, is more flexible in 
its interpretation since the unpronounced possessive pronoun (poss3) 
in the clause with ellipsis (idenTical) can refer either to maria, or to 
gianni, even if gianni is the closest antecedent. Thus, the sentence 
can have two meanings reported below.

mariaa caT poss3a lovea. ixb giannib idenTical � 
‘Maria loves her cat, Gianni does too (love her cat).’
‘Maria loves her cat, Gianni does too (love his cat).’

A specific case of anaphoric pronoun in LIS is represented by pe [LEX-
ICON 3.7] and [SYNTAX 3.4.2.1]. pe is a pointer to the noun which is modi-
fied by a relative clause, as in the example below.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_gianniknowmarioixlikelovecatposs53.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_agianniknowixmariolovelikecatpossgpivoting3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_bgianniknowixmariolovelikecatpossgnonpivoting3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_marialoveselfgianniidentical.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_mariacatposs3loveixgianniidentical.mp4
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 rel
booka ix(dem)a maria loan cl(flat open 5): ‘give_book’ pea disap

 pear 
‘The book that Maria lent has disappeared.’

Finally, an interesting case of co-referentiality in LIS concerns the 
logophoricity of first personal and possessive pronouns under role 
shift [LEXICON 3.7.2.7]; [PRAGMATICS 6]. In LIS, after a character has been 
introduced, the signer can assume the point of view of this char-
acter, for example by moving his/her body towards the position in 
space associated to that character. In these cases, even though the 
signer points to himself, curiously, the pronoun co-refers with the 
previously introduced character, and it does not refer to the re-
al signer anymore. The use of first personal pronoun ix1 which is 
signed in combination with the use of role shift is shown in the ex-
ample below.

 rs
maria know ix1 inTelligenT  � 
‘Maria knows that she is smart.’

In the example above, the point of view of the referent maria is as-
sumed by the signer, through role shift. Therefore, the first person-
al pronoun ix1 does not refer to the signer anymore, but it refers to 
maria. The crucial element in the case of role shift is that the signer 
loses eye contact with the addressee. 

2.2 Other means

Although pronouns are the most frequent co-referential element in 
LIS, they are not the only ones. In fact, other morphosyntactic strat-
egies exist in order to track back referents, such as spatial agree-
ment, classifier handshapes and buoys.

2.2.1 Agreement 

The signing space can be used arbitrarily in order to place referents 
within the discourse. Some verbs, changing direction or movement, 
agree with the loci associated with their arguments. Indeed, spatial 
verbal agreement [MORPHOLOGY 3.1] is used as a co-referential mean. 
Often, the antecedent is previously realised in a specific point of the 
signing space, therefore overt co-referential elements can be omit-
ted in the following sentences without giving rise to ambiguity. The 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_bookixdemmarialoanclflatopen5givebookpedisappear.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_1_mariaknowix1intelligent.mp4
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example below shows a case of spatial verbal agreement used with-
out explicit anaphoric forms.

lucaa cl(flat closed 5): ‘be_at_a’ giovannib cl(flat closed 5):  ‘be_
at_b’. 
book red bCL(flat open 5): ‘give_book’a  � 
‘He (Giovanni) gives him (Luca) a red book.’

Sometimes, spatial verbs [LEXICON 3.2.3] agree with topographic loca-
tions instead of arguments. The topographic use of space iconical-
ly expresses the spatial relation among referents like in the exam-
ple below, where the classifier predicate cl(closed 5): ‘open _door’ 
is directed towards the door.

cl(closed 5): ‘open_door’ palm_up � 
‘Open it (the door)!’

In the sentence above, the verb is signed in the direction of the door, 
but neither the linguistic expression door, nor an overt linguistic re-
alisation of the referent has ever been mentioned by the signer. As in 
verbal agreement, spatial verbs are still cases of reference tracking 
where the co-reference of topographic locations is realised through 
spatial agreement.

2.2.2 Classifier handshapes

In classifier predicates [MORPHOLOGY 5.1] the handshape classifier can 
help in retrieving the antecedent. In fact, these classifiers can iden-
tify a class of objects by representing iconically the properties of the 
entity they describe, such as shape, size or the way in which they are 
handled. Frequently, the use of classifiers is enough and no other ref-
erential means, such as pronouns, are needed in order to disambig-
uate their referents. 

The sentence below shows an example of these specific uses of 
classifiers. First, the sign caT and person++ are introduced. Then, 
the cat walks around, but the repetition of the sign caT is not neces-
sary anymore. Indeed, the classifier cl(flat closed 5): ‘cat_walk’ is 
enough to track back the reference of the cat. 

caT ixa hunger sTrong person++ bare. cl(flat closed 5): ‘cat_walk’ 
 food  look_for 
‘The cat is very hungry. There is nobody around. He walks around 
 looking for some food.’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_2_1_lucaclflatopen5givebookgiovanniclflatclosed5beatbbookredclflatopen5givebook.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_2_1_clclosed5opendoorpalmup.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_2_2_catixhungerstrongpersonbareclflatclosed5catwalkfoodlookfor.mp4
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The most commonly used types of predicative classifiers are entity 
classifiers [MORPHOLOGY 5.1.1], body part classifiers [MORPHOLOGY 5.1.2] 
and handle classifiers [MORPHOLOGY 5.1.3]. On the other hand, Size and 
Shape Specifiers (SASS) [MORPHOLOGY 5.2] are not used for reference 
tracking.

2.2.3 Buoys

In a discourse, signers can hold the handshape of a sign with the non-
dominant hand, while the dominant hand continues to sign indepen-
dently. This phenomenon is called weak hand holds and it can have 
two different functions. One concerns the discourse level, where the 
non-dominant hand simply expresses discourse relations, while in 
other cases the information held with the non-dominant hand still 
represents a co-referential meaning: these latter cases are called 
buoys [LEXICON 1.2.3]. 

In LIS, several types of buoys can be identified: list buoys, point-
er buoys, theme buoys and fragment buoys.

List buoys are the outstretched fingers which function to track a 
certain number of referents. Each finger ensures a co-referential link 
to the discourse referents, as in the example below, where the sign-
er refers to his fingers to keep track of his brothers in the discourse.

dom: ix1 broTher Three exisT ix[thumb] lawyer ix[index] docTor ix[middle] 
 Teacher

n-dom: broTher Three  
 ---------------------------------------------------- 
‘I have three brothers, the first is a doctor, the second a lawyer, 
and the third a teacher.’ 

The signer may also point to the fingers with the dominant hand in 
order to retrieve that specific co-referent.

Pointer buoys are pronominal elements realised by the non-dom-
inant hand. These buoys are very similar to pointing pronouns, but 
they are articulated simultaneously to the other signs. The example 
below shows this phenomenon.

dom: bear ix3b mean ix3b
n-dom: see. ix3b------------ � 
‘The bear sees it and considers it mean.’ 

Theme buoys are holding signs which represent prominent informa-
tion at the discourse sentence. They are realised through pointing 
and their function is to preserve the saliency of these referents along 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_2_3_domix1brotherthreeexistixlawyerixdoctorixteacher.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-6-2_2_3_dombearseeix3meanix3.mp4
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the signed discourse, unlike the pointer buoys which are just argu-
ments of a single sentence. In the example below, the theme buoy re-
fers to some bad situation happened to the signer.

dom  sad ix3a be_obsessed qartichoke ix1 undersTand noT

n-dom: ix3a ----------------------------------------------------------------- 
‘He is sad and he is obsessed with something I don’t understand.’

Sometimes, these prominent referents can be realised through a full 
lexical sign, which has been held for the whole duration of the related 
discourse. In these cases, the referents are called fragment buoys.

dom: book ix(dem) ix1 read ix1 Think inTeresTing

n-dom: book-------------------------------------------------- �
‘I read this book and think it is interesting.’

Information on Data and Consultants

The descriptions in this chapter are based on the references below. Please see 
the data and consultant information in these references. The video clips exem-
plifying the linguistic data have been produced by a fluent native signer who 
was born and grown in the northern part of Italy. 
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